THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING THE FIRST
MODULAR DRESSING KIT
FOR GUYS

Enclosed you will find the seven basic units of Guy Clothing:

(a) shirt  (b) jacket  (c) pants  (d) belt  (e) tie
(f) socks  (g) shoes

Ways in which modules can be combined:

Your basic jumping-off point.
A very nice and easy wrap-and-tie look. Just follow enclosed instructions.
However, don’t be afraid to start out small if you’re feeling shy.
TYPE & MODEL  

A  INDUSTRIAL  

B  FINE ARTS - CRAFTS

NATURE

---

MODELS AND IDENTICAL CLONES OF SPECIFIC MODEL

\( \infty \) NUMBER OF CLONES POSSIBLE

---

MODELS ARE INDIVIDUAL IMITATIONS OF GENERAL TYPE

\( \infty \) NUMBER OF (SIMILAR) INDIVIDUALS POSSIBLE
1. Vertical unity established by story not dimension.
2. Minimum development parcel: 110' x 120'
3. Buildings @ ±80 approximate complex profiles of existing Seattle cube
4. Parking + service through alley
5. Major lobby + retail on street (expanded scale)
6. occasional stepping back on alley is permitted
7. Zone lot line between buildings
Mnacular Building
monumental Architecture
VIEW OF MAGNET PARKING
WITH BARNACLE HOUSING
NAMEABLE OBJECTS

FORM versus UNIFORM

'Storm Yate' (so-called)
'Theatre' (so-called)
'Museum' (so-called)

'House' (so-called)
'Gazebo' (so-called)
'Church' (so-called)

SO-CALLED "OBJECTS"
Driving Distances

1.3 miles vs. 0.5 miles

Images are same scale, approximately 1 sq mi.
GASOLINE CONSUMPTION (G.J./per capita) vs. URBAN DENSITY/ha

American:
- Houston
- Phoenix
- Detroit
- Denver
- Los Angeles
- San Francisco
- Boston
- Washington DC
- Chicago
- New York

Australian:
- Perth
- Brisbane
- Melbourne
- Sydney

European:
- Stockholm
- Paris
- Copenhagen
- London
- Amsterdam
- Hamburg
- Frankfurt
- Zurich
- Brussels
- Munich
- Vienna
- West Berlin
- Berlin

Asian:
- Tokyo
- Singapore
- Hong Kong

CHICAGO

High-Rise to Low-Rise

Henry Horner Homes, Solomon Cordwell Buenz & Associates
VIEW SHOWING THE HOTEL/OFFICE TOWERS ABOVE THE TGV STATION AND THE TRIANGULAR COMMERCIAL BUILDING WITH SMALLER OFFICE TOWERS